Cast Britannia metal
carvings were painted
to look like wood

Letters from the photo-etched
sheet painted and glued on

Chapter Nine

Hull Details

In this chapter you will start adding the details to your hull.
Starting at the stern you can use the letters for the ship’s
name provided on the photo-etched sheet. These letters
are quite small and you will soon see why more than one
set of letters were provided. It would probably be best to
paint them before you glue them into position. The letters
on the prototype were painted to look like wood.
The cast decorative carving above the stern ports is supplied in three pieces. Use the plans as a guide to position them. They can be painted and finished to look like
wood as was done on the prototype. This should be done
before you glue them to the stern. You might opt to use
various colors depending on what your preferences are.
No records have been found that show or describe what
the Syren’s stern decorations actually looked like. The
drawings shown on the plans were reconstructed using
typical design elements used during that time period.
Once completed you can turn your attention to the sides of
the hull. The port lids at the stern will be added later.
The quarter badges can be added next. The actual design
for these was taken from the original draft. These quarter
badges actually served no purpose. They were purely
decorative. Some historians believe they may have been
used on ships like the Syren to make them look more
formidable from a distance at sea. It is a real possibility
that the windows on these badges were not even made of
glass. They could have been simple wood panels painted
black to simulate the window panes. Once again you can
finish your quarter badges as presented on the prototype
or you could paint them with various colors depending
on you personal preference. Before gluing them onto
the model the sheaves and eye bolts shown on the plans
should be made first. It will be easier to do so without having the badges in the way. (see the photo below) They
are positioned just behind the badges. The badges are
designed to fill the space between the sheer strake and
the wales. They are exactly 3/4” high. If they are a tight

fit you can sand the bottom edge of the sheer strake or
the top edge of the wales to make more room for it. Just
remember to sand the entire length of the ship to keep the
strakes consistent along the hull.
The two sheaves are simulated. They will be used for the
main course braces and sheets. These details must be
added to the port and starboard sides of the model. Try
and keep both sides as identical to each other as possible. To create the sheaves, two small holes were drilled
to simulate them. They don’t have to be drilled all the way
through the bulwarks. The rigging line will just be pushed
into the aft-most hole of each sheave part way. A corresponding sheave simulation on the inboard side of the bulwarks will be used the same way and once completed, the
rigging line will have the illusion that it actually runs all the
way through to the inside of the hull. To finish off each
sheave a narrow groove is made between these two holes
as shown in that same photo. A pin vise can be used to
first indent the wood between them. Then run it back and
forth in the groove to deepen or widen it as needed. Once
satisfied a sharp pencil is run along the groove to darken
it. Two split rings were created from 28 gauge black wire
and hung from smaller eyebolts glued into the hull. The
braces and sheets for the main course will have their
standing ends belayed to these rings.

Sheaves
and eye
bolts with
split rings
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Black wire

Sweep port lids with photo-etched hinges. Note the tiny pieces of black wire used to simulate the hinge pins.

The sweep port lids are made from a 1/16” x 1/8” basswood
strip. The lids for the sweeps were cut to length and test fit
in each port opening. These lids were opened and closed
with horseshoe shaped hinges. These hinges are supplied
on the photo-etched sheet. It is easier to paint the hinges
black before you remove them from the photo-etched sheet.
They can also be chemically blackened. Glue the port lid
onto the hull first. Leave a little bit of space all around the
perimeter of the port lid. Don’t make the lids so tight that the
outline of the ports is not easily seen. Then glue the hinge
on top of it. The hinge should be positioned as shown above
and the two ends finished off with a tiny length of 28 gauge
black wire. This wire will simulate the hinge pin. It adds that
extra bit of detail that will make the lids look more realistic.
When the sweep ports are finished you can start on the
remaining gun port lids. There are ten gunports on each
side of the hull. The aft most port will not have a cannon or
carronade so the lid was modelled closed on the prototype.
You could build it as an open port if you prefer. This port
had a split lid with hinges for the top and bottom halves.
Each half was made by gluing two 1/8” x 1/16” basswood
strips together edge-to-edge. The inboard side and the
edges were painted red. Two eye bolts were glued into the
inboard side of each lid to simulate the handles on them.
After gluing them, the eye bolts were bent downward. Both
halves of the lid were then glued into position on the model.
The photo-etched hinge straps were painted black and glued
onto the outboard side of each lid afterwards. Small lengths
of 28 gauge black wire were glued to the ends of each hinge
strap to simulate the hinge pin. Finally a small eyebolt
was added for the top half of the split lids only. It is fitted

Sheaves

between the two hinge straps. A rope will be attached
to this eye bolt later and carried over the bulwarks and
belayed to a cleat along the inside of the bulwarks. See
the photo below left. Also note the inboard sheaves and
port lid on the opposite side of the hull for reference.
The bridle port is the forward-most gun port on the hull.
There won’t be any guns mounted through these either.
So they were also shown as closed ports. The bridle
port has a one piece port lid. It was made the same way
but this time four pieces of a basswood strip were glued
together edge-to-edge. It also has eye bolts inboard for
handles (only two on the bottom of the lid) and longer
photo-etched hinge straps. It is made exactly like the split
lids. See the photo below right. Notice in both photos
how the planking strips for the port lids line up with those
used for the hull planking.
The eight remaining ports on each side have split lids
also. However these were a little different than those
described earlier. These lids had a circular opening cut
into them. This circular opening allowed the carronades
to be stowed with the barrel protruding through the opening on the lids. Half of the circular opening was cut out of
the bottom lid which was hinged to the hull. The upper
half was called a buckler and was not hinged onto the hull
permanently. It was held in position by being forced into
a rabbet cut into the top, inside edge of the port opening. The lower edge of the buckler also had a rabbet
which married up with the rabbet cut into the lower half.
It was literally “buckled” into position which is how it got
its name. The eye bolts (handles) on the inboard side

Eye bolts for
handles

Black wire
Bridle port
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Files for shaping port lids

File or cut the rabbet
around the port

2

4

3

5

1

Two 1/8” x 1/16” strips
glued edge-to-edge

File circular
opening

Paint inboard side
red and add eye bolts
Glue lid straps
on other side.
Use photoetched sheet and
bend the extension.

are also split port lids. They are going to be shown open.
These are made just like the lower lids described above.
The only difference is they don’t have a circular opening
cut for the long guns. Both the upper and lower halves
are hinged permanently the stern. See the photo on the
next page. Notice how the eye bolts used to simulate the
handles on the upper halves look like they are hanging
downward. These shouldn’t be bent against the lid like the
The photo above shows you how to construct the bottom
lower halves. The upper half also has an eye bolt on the
half of these port lids. Note how the photo-etched hinge
straps were used to secure them to the hull once they were outboard side so a rope can be seized to it. This rope will
be taken over the transom and belayed to a cleat above
completed. When removing the hinge straps from the
each port inboard. This will be done later after we start
photo-etched sheet you should leave the extension intact.
The extension is the small brass piece that holds the hinge adding details on deck.
strap to the photo-etched sheet. You won’t need to use
There are five scuppers on each side of the hull. The
the full length of the extension. Only half of it is needed.
These extension are bent back and inserted into tiny holes scuppers were small drainage pipes that allowed water to
drain off of the deck. The openings for these pipes can be
drilled into the hull just below the port openings. See the
simulated on our little model. The scuppers are located
photo below left. Other than this detail and the circular
opening, these lids are constructed just like the others. To just below each sweep port at mid ship. Use a small drill
bit to create the holes. Don’t drill straight through the bulfinish them off after they are mounted onto the hull, a tiny
length of 28 gauge black wire was glued above each hinge warks. Make each hole only about 1/16” deep. These
strap to simulate the hinge pin. It was glued just above the pipes were probably made of (or lined with) lead. You can
use a pencil to darken the inside of each scupper. Make
hinge strap as they enter the hull. The pins should look
a corresponding scupper hole inboard as well. These will
like they are part of a single hinge strap assembly.
The only port lids left to build are the stern port lids. They be drilled through the waterway. The scuppers were sloped
(top and bottom halves) were lashed together holding them
tightly closed. The buckler when not in use was stowed
away. It was only used during the roughest weather. They
will not be shown on the model. The lower halves are
shown open since the carronades will mounted later in the
project.

Black wire
used to
simulate
hinge pins
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The “tack” for the main courses will run through this fairlead and through a sheave simulated in the hull. See the
rigging plan for details. The fairlead is just a small hole
drilled through the top of the chesstree.
When the fenders and chesstrees are completed you can
create the simulated sheaves through the hull like those
you made earlier at the stern. Check the plans for their
locations and angles. These will be used for the main
course tacks and the fore course sheets. Remember
to also make a corresponding sheave for each of them
inboard along the bulwarks. There are two sheaves on
each side of the hull. Two eye bolts with split rings are
shown on the plans as well. The standing end for those
sheets and tacks will be seized to these before working
their way through the sheaves.

Stern port lids

downward so the scuppers on the outside of the hull will
actually be lower than those made through the waterway.
The boarding ladders on the outside of the hull are made
using a basswood strip 1/16” x 3/32”. See the photo below.
You can see two of the six steps that haven’t been shaped
yet. You can use a sharp #11 blade in your hobby knife to
carve them to shape. Various needle files could also be
used. Glue them to the hull using the plans as a guide to
establish their position and spacing. The bottom-most step
should be sanded so it isn’t as deep as the others. This step
will be glued to the upper wale. The wales already “stand
proud” of the hull planking and the last step can be sanded
so it isn’t as deep as the other five. This last step can also
be painted black.

The last detail you can add to each side of the hull are
the channels. These were laser cut for you. They are
cut from a 1/16” thick basswood sheet. The small slots
along the outside edge of the channels can be sanded
with a needle file. They mark the locations for the deadeyes/chain plates and a few eyebolts which will be added
later. A molding strip will be glued across the front edge
of the channel to hold them in position. Hold the channel
against the hull so you can check their locations. Your
gun port spacing may vary slightly from the plans and the
slots may need to be adjusted.

There are two fenders just forward of the ladders. These
were laser cut for you. They are 1/16” thick. The bottom of
each fender rests on the upper wale. The top of the fender
should be notched out so it fits over the sheer strake. The
portion of the fender that shows above the sheer strake
should be painted black. Another similar fitting called the
“chesstree” can be seen just forward of the fourth gun port.
It is actually the same shape as the fender but has a fairlead
drilled through it. Larger ships would have used sheaves.

Boarding ladder steps
Note the two steps
which have not yet
been shaped.

Sheave

Main Channel

Eye Bolt
Scuppers
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Ladder

Fenders

Eye Bolt

Sheave

Fore Channel

Chesstree

Several smaller eye bolts however, should be added to the
channels now before you glue them into position. There
are three on the fore channels and two on the main channels. These eye bolts are positioned behind the dead
eyes and their locations are shown on the plans. They
are made from 28 gauge black wire. See plan sheet one
for details. The channels are painted black. They are
glued to the sheer strake and you can use plan sheet one
to find their exact locations. For added strength you might
consider “pegging” them to the hull. Insert a small length
of 22 gauge wire into the edge of the channel and leave
about 1/16” sticking out from the edge. Drill corresponding
holes into the sheer strake (after determining their proper
locations) and glue the channels into position. These pins
will give the channels some added strength. It will keep
them from pulling away from the hull while tensioning the
lower shrouds and chain plates. Note: It is very important

that the channels are located properly along the side of the
hull. Examine the plans very carefully before gluing them
into position. It is also extremely important to line up both
fore channels and main channels so both sides of the hull
are symmetrical.

A Model Expo exclusive!

Log on and join Chuck Passaro’s
Syren forum. Get help and building
tips from fellow Syren builders and the
designer himself!
For more information go to:

www.ModelExpo-online.com/Syren

Inboard look at the scuppers and sheaves
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